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All right HR-RT
I also EULS
I am EUPL
I believe EUBL
I believe so EUBLS
I believed EUBLD
I can EUBG
I can see EUBGZ
I could EUBGD
I did EURPLS
I do EURPBLGS
I do not believe so KWRAOBLS
I feel EUFL
I felt EUFLT
I get EUGT
I go EUG
I go to the *EUGTD
I got EUGD
I guess EUGS
I guess so EUGSZ
I had EUD
I have EUF
I knew *EUFPB
I know EUPB
I mean AO*EUPL
I need EUFRB
I needed EUFRBD
I object to the EUBTD
I objected EUBD
I observed *EUFRBD
I realize EURLZ
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I realized EURLDZ
I recall EURL
I recalled EURLD
I recognize EURBGZ
I remember EUR
I said EUPD
I saw EUFZ
I say EUS
I says EUPS
I see EUZ
I should EURBD
I talk EURBGT
I think EUPBG
I think so EUPBGS
I thought EULGT
I understand AOEUPBD
I want EUPT
I want to say EUPTS
I wanted EUPTD
I was EUFS
I went EUFRG
I were EURP
I will EUL
I wish W*EURB
I would EULD
I would say EULDZ
ZIP code SAO*EUPD
ZIP codes SAO*EUPDZ
a few AEUFR
a hold HAOLD
a letter HRALT
a little ALGTSZ
a lot HRAOT



a lot of the AEUFPLTD
a lot of the AEUFLTD
a lot of times AEUFLTS
a second SAEBGD
able to AEUBLT
about a PWA
about an PW-PB
about her PWHER
about him PWHEUPL
about his PWHEUS
about it PW*EUT
about me PW-PL
about my PW*PL
about that PW-LGTS
about the PWE
about them PW-FPL
about these PW-RPG
about this PW-TSDZ
about those PW-FBL
about you PW*U
about your PWAOUR
above the PWO*FT
accident happen STKEP
accident happened STKEPD
accident happens STKEPS
accident occur SK*UR
accident occurred SK*URD
accident occurs SK*URS
accident reconstruction SRUBGS
according to KWAO
across the KRAOSZ
after that AFLGTS
after this AFTSDZ



against a TKPWAEPBS
all of AUFL
all of a sudden AUFLD
all right H-RT
all that AULGTS
all the AULT
along the HRAOPBGT
among the PHAOPBGT
and I SKWEU
and I SKPEU
and I go to the SKP*EUGTD
and a SKPA
and a SKPHA
and a SKWA
and also SKP-LS
and also SKW-LS
and come SKW-PBLG
and comes SKW-PBLGZ
and did SKW-RPLS
and did SKP-RPLS
and do SKP-RPBLGS
and each SKPAOEFP
and get SKW-GT
and got SKW-GD
and had SKP-D
and have SKP-F
and he SKWE
and he SKPE
and her SKWHER
and him SKPHEUPL
and his SKPHEUS
and is SKW-S
and it SKWEUT



and it SKPEUT
and just SKW*PBLG
and me SKP-PL
and my SKPHEU
and my SKW*PL
and my SKP*PL
and of SKWOF
and of SKPOF
and our SKPOUR
and our SKWOUR
and said SKW-PD
and see SKP-Z
and she SKW*RB
and so SKWOS
and so SKPO*S
and that SKP-LGTS
and that SKW-LGTS
and the SKW*T
and the SKW-T
and the SKP-T
and their SKW-BLS
and then SKWR-PBLGTS
and then SKP-PBLGTS
and these SKW-RPBG
and these SKW-RPLG
and these SKW-RPG
and they SKW-TD
and this SKW-TSDZ
and this SKP-TSDZ
and those SKP-FBL
and those SKW-FBL
and was SKP-FS
and was SKW-FS



and went SKW-FRG
and what SKWHA
and you SKPHU
and you SKPU
and you SKWRU
and you SKWU
and you go to the SKP*UGTD
and your SKWAOUR
and your SKPAOUR
any of TPHEUF
any other TPHOEUT
any time TPH*EUT
anybody else TPHEUBLS
anyone else TPHEUPBLS
anything else TPHEULGS
anywhere else TPHEURPLS
are a RA
are just R*PBLG
are my R*PL
are not R-PB
are that R-LGTS
are the R-T
are there R*RT
are these R-RPG
are they R-TD
are those R-FBL
are we R-FRPBLG
are you RU
are you able to RUBLT
are you able to tell R*UBLTD
around the ARPBTD
as I S*EU
as I sit here today SAEUTD



as a SA*
as a matter of course SPH-FBG
as a matter of fact STPH-FT
as a matter of law SPHAUFL
as a matter of law SPHAFL
as an S*PB
as fast S-FZ
as follows STPOLS
as it SA*EUT
as many S-PL
as much SPH-FP
as much S-FP
as of SOF
as that STHA*
as the ST*
as they STH*E
as to STO*
as we SW*E
as we sit here today SWEURTD
as well SW-L
as you S*U
as you sit here today SUTD
ask a SKA
ask an SKPAPB
ask for SK-FR
ask her SKPHER
ask her SKHER
ask him SKHEUPL
ask it SKEUT
ask me SKPHE
ask that SK-LGTS
ask the SK-T
ask them SK-FPL



ask this SK-TSDZ
ask you SKU
asking for SK-FRG
asking you SKUG
asks for SK-FRS
assumes facts STPAS
assumes facts not in 
evidence

STPRA*EUGSZ

at a TA*
at all TAL
at an TA*PB
at her TRO*ER
at him T*FRP
at it TA*EUT
at last THRAFT
at least THRAOEFT
at once TWUPBS
at some T-PLS
at that TA*T
at that point in time TAPLT
at the TE
at this T*TSDZ
at this point in time TEUPLT
at those T-FBL
at you T*U
at your TAO*U
aware of WAEFR
aware of WAUF
aware that WAELGTS
be a PWA*
be able -BL
be able PWAEUBL
be the -BT



because a PWA*UZ
because of PWAUF
because the PWAUSZ
been the PW*EPBT
before a PWRA*
before her PWR*ER
before him PWR*FRP
before that PWR-LGTS
before the PW-FRT
before the PW-FT
before this PWR-TSDZ
before us PWRUS
before you PWRU
behind the HEUPBLTD
believe me PWHRO*EFPL
better than PWERPB
between the TWAEPBT
both of PWOEF
bullet point PHREPT
but the PWUT
by a PWA*EU
by my PW*EUPL
by that PWEULGTS
by the TPWEUF
by the PWEUT
by their PWEUBLS
by this PWEUTSDZ
come from KPH-FR
comes from KPH-FZ
could I KOEU
could be KOB
could get KOGT
could go KOG



could have KOF
could it KOEUT
could not KOPB
could see KOZ
could that KOLGTS
could the KOT
could the KAOT
could they KOTD
could you KOU
couple of KUFPL
cover the KO*FRT
credit card KRARD
credit cards KRARDZ
credit report KRORT
curriculum vitae KRAO*EF
de la TKHRA
did I TKEU
did a TKA
did have TK-F
did he TKE
did it TK*EUT
did not TK-PB
did she TK*RB
did that TK-LGT
did that TK-LGTS
did the TK-T
did their TK-BLS
did there TK*RT
did there come a time TKHROPLT
did these TK-RPG
did they TK-TD
did this TK-TSDZ
did those TK-FBL



did you TU
did you go to the TK*UGTD
did your TKAOUR
dining room TK-RPL
do I TKOEU
do a TKWA
do an TKWAPB
do come TKAOPBLG
do do TKORPBLGS
do have TKAOF
do it TKAOEUT
do not TKAOPB
do that TKAOLGTS
do the TKAOT
do their TKAOBLS
do these TKORPG
do they TKAOTD
do this TKAOTSDZ
do those TKOFBL
do you TKOU
do you go to the TKO*UGTD
does a STKA
does have STK-F
does he STKE
does it STKEUT
does not STK-PB
does she STK*RB
does that STK-LGTS
does the STK-T
does their STK-BLS
does this STK-TSDZ
does your STKAOUR
doing the TKAOGT



dot coms TKWAUPLS
down the TKOUPBT
driver license TKR*L
duces tecum TK*BGZ
due diligence TKULG
during a TKAURG
emergency department PHERD
emergency room PHERPL
en route RO*UT
et cetera ETS
every day TK*EFRD
excuse me SKAOUFPL
fair enough TPAEURPB
fair market TPAEURBGT
far afield TPAFRLD
few days TPAOUDZ
few minutes TPAOUPLTS
few times TPAOUTS
follow up TPHRUP
followed up TPHRUPD
for a TPRA*
for an TPR*PB
for example TPRAPL
for her TPR*ER
for him TPR*EUPL
for identification TPOEUD
for instance TPREUPBS
from her TPRER
from him TPREUPL
from his TPR*EUS
from it TPREUT
from me TPR-PL
from my TPR*PL



from that TPR-LGTS
from the TPRE
gave me TKPWA*EUFPL
give me TKPW*EUFPL
give you TKPW*UF
go ahead TKPWOED
going on TKPW-PBG
going to TPW-GT
going to be able to TKPWOEBLT
goings on TKPW-PBGS
good afternoon TKPWA*FRPB
good evening TKPWEPBG
good morning TKPWORPBG
good night TKPW-PBT
ground rules TKPWRAOULS
had a HA
had been H-B
had come H-PBLG
had had H-D
had he HE
had it H*EUT
had not H-PB
had she H*RB
had that H-LGTS
had the H-T
had their H-BLS
had they H-TD
had this H-TSDZ
had you HU
had you ever had H*UFRD
had you ever seen H*UFRZ
hair cut HAEURBGT
half the HAFT



has a HAEZ
has been HAEB
has gone HAEG
has had HAD
has it HAEUDZ
has not HAEPB
has the HADZ
hash mark HAEURB
hash marks HAEURBS
have I SREU
have a SRA
have an SRA*PB
have been SR-B
have come SR-PBLG
have had SR-D
have it SREUT
have not SR-PB
have the SR-T
have you SRU
have you ever been seen SR*UFRBZ
he also *ELS
he believes EBLS
he can EBG
he could EBGD
he did ERPLS
he did not ERPLSZ
he do ERPBLGS
he does EDZ
he does *EDZ
he felt EFLT
he get EGT
he gets EGTS
he got EGD



he had ED
he has EFPLTD
he have EF
he is ES
he knew *EFPB
he said EPD
he saw EFZ
he says EPS
he should ERBD
he thought ELGT
he want EPT
he wanted EPTD
he wants EPTS
he was EFS
he went EFRG
he will EL
he will be able to EBLT
he would ELD
he would say ELDZ
health care H-BG
heart attack HARBGT
heart rate HA*ERT
here in HAO*ERPB
high school HAOEUZ
high schools HAOEUSZ
hold on HO*EPBLD
how about HOUB
how are HO*UR
how can HOUBG
how come HOUPBLG
how could HOUBGD
how did HOURPLS
how did HOURPS



how does HOUDZ
how else HOULS
how far HOUFR
how fast HOUFZ
how is HO*US
how long HOULG
how many HOUPL
how much HOUFP
how old HO*ULD
how should HOURBD
how that HOULGTS
how the HOUT
how they HOUTD
how this HOUTSDZ
how those HOUFBL
how to HO*UT
how was HOUFS
how well HOUL
how were HOURP
how would HOULD
human being HAOUPLG
human beings HAOUPLGS
human resource H*RZ
if I TPEU
if I go to the TP*EUGTD
if a TPA
if anything TP-PBG
if he TPE
if it TP*EUT
if my TP*PL
if not TP-PB
if she TPAO*ERB
if that TP-LGTS



if the TP-T
if their TP-BLS
if they TP-TD
if this TP-TSDZ
if we TPWE
if you TPU
if you can tell us TPUBGTS
if you go to the TP*UGTD
in a TPHA
in addition TPHAODZ
in an TPHAPB
in effect TPHAOEFBGT
in essence TPHEFPBS
in evidence TPH*EFD
in fact TPHR-FT
in her TPH*ER
in here TPHAO*ER
in his TPH*EUS
in it TPHEUT
in my TPH*PL
in order TPHOD
in our TPHOUR
in regard TPHRARD
in regards TPHRARDZ
in some TPH-PLS
in that TPH-LGTS
in the TPH-T
in their TPH-BLS
in them TPH-FPL
in there TPH*RT
in these TPH-RPG
in this TPH-TSDZ
in those TPH-FBL



in what TPH-FB
in you TPH*U
in your TPHAOUR
inasmuch as STPH-FPS
independent contractors EURBGTS
insasmuch as SPHAFPS
insofar as STPHOEFRS
instead of STPHEFD
into the SPAOT
is a SA
is all SAUL
is an SA*PB
is he SE
is it S*EUT
is it fair to say STPAEURTS
is my S*PL
is not S-PB
is that STHA
is the ST
is there STHR
is this STH
is to STAO*
is what SWHA*
is you SU
it a A*EUT
it also T-LS
it and SKPEULT
it comes T-PBLGZ
it could T-BGD
it did T-RPLS
it do T-RPBLGS
it does T*DZ
it is T-S



it said T-PD
it says T-PS
it was T-FS
it went T-FRG
it were T-RP
it will T-L
it would T-LD
kind of KAOEUF
kinds of KAOEUFS
lacks foundation HROUPBLGSZ
law enforcement HRAUFPLT
law firm HRAUFPL
law firms HRAUFPLS
law office HRAUFS
law offices HRAUFZ
law school HRA*UZ
left hand HR-PBD
left side HR-DZ
less than HREFPB
let me HREPL
let the HRETD
let us HR*ETS
let us HRAOETS
life insurance HRAOEUFRPBS
light bulb PW*BL
light bulbs PW*BLS
like a HRAEBG
like it HRAO*EUBGT
like that HR-LGTS
like the HRAOEUBGT
like this HR-TSDZ
lot of HROFLTD
lot of HROF



lots of HROFSZ
made a PHA*ED
make a PHAEBG
make it PHA*EUBGT
make the PHAEUBGT
make up PHOEUP
many of PH-F
many times *PLTS
may be PHAEUB
may have PHAEUFR
might be PHAOEUB
might go PHAOEUG
might have PHAOEUF
might not PHAO*EUPB
more than PHORPB
most of PHOF
must be PHUB
must have PHUF
must haves PHUFS
my opinion PHAOEUP
near the TPHAOERT
never mind TPH*EFRPLD
no one TPH-PB
nobody else TPH-BLZ
not a TPHAOT
not the TPHOTD
number of TPHOF
numbers of TPHOFS
of a AOF
of course OFBG
of her HEUFR
of him HEUFRPL
of his HEUFRS



of it OEUFT
of me OFPL
of my O*FPL
of that OLGTS
of the OFT
of the OFD
of their OBLS
of them THEFPL
of these ORPG
of this OFTSDZ
of those OFBL
of us OUFS
of you OUFR
of your KWRAOEUFRB
of yours KWRAOEUFRBS
off the AUFT
on a AOPB
on her HOERPB
on it OEUPBT
on my O*PL
on our O*UR
on that OPBLGTS
on the OPBT
on the other hand OERPBD
on the part of the TPHOPT
on there O*RT
on these O*RPG
on this OPBTSDZ
on to SPWO*
on you OUPB
on your KWRO*PB
one of WUF
one way or the other WOERT



only the OPBLT
onto the SPWOT
open the OEPT
opened the OEPTD
or a AOR
or not ORPB
or that ORLGTS
or the ORT
other than OERPB
out loud SKWROULD
out of OUF
out the OUTD
over the O*EFRT
pardon me PARPL
parking lot PARBGT
parking lots PARBGTS
part of PAFRT
part time TPA*RT
parts of PAFRTS
per se P-RZ
phone call TPO*EPBL
phone number TPO*EPL
phone numbers TPO*EPLS
police department PHREURPD
police departments PHREURPDZ
police officer PHRAOFR
police officers PHRAOFRSZ
police reports PHREURPTS
power of POUFR
prefer to PRAOEFRT
pretty much PRAEFP
prior to PRAO*EURT
protective order PRO*T



put the PUTD
question of KWEF
rather than RARPB
recall the RAULT
refer to RAOEFRT
referred to RAOEFRTD
referring to RAOEFRGT
refers to RAOEFRTS
relate to TROELT
relates to TROELTS
relating to TROELGT
remember the REBT
render the R*ERPBTD
repeat the RAO*EPT
right hand R-PBD
right side R-DZ
seat belt SPWELT
seat belts SPWELTS
set forth STORTSDZ
set of STOF
set up STUP
sets up STUPS
several times S*EFRLTS
she also SHELS
she believed SHEBLD
she believes SHEBLS
she can SHEBG
she could SHEBGD
she did SHERPLS
she ever SH*EFR
she felt SHEFLT
she get SHEGT
she go SHEG



she goes SHEGS
she got SHEGD
she had SHED
she have SHEF
she is SHES
she knew SH*EFPB
she know SHEPB
she said SHEPD
she saw SHEFZ
she say SH*ES
she says SHEPS
she should SHERBD
she thought SHELGT
she understands SHEPBDZ
she want SHEPT
she wanted SHEPTD
she wants SPEPTS
she wants SHEPTS
she was SHEFS
she went SHEFRG
she were SHERP
she will SHEL
she would SHELD
should a SHA
should be SH-B
should go SH-G
should have SH-F
should it SHEUT
should not SH-PB
should the SH-T
should you SHU
show me SHOEPL
side effect STPEBGT



side effects STPEBGTS
skid mark SKARBG
skid marks SKARBGS
so I SOEU
so did SORPLS
so do SORPBLGS
so far SOEFR
so fast SOEFZ
so fast SOFZ
so forth STPORTSDZ
so forth and so on STPO*RTSDZ
so he SOE
so it SOEUT
so little SOLGTS
so long SOELG
so many SOEPL
so much SOEFP
so that STHAO
so the SOT
so then SOPBLGTS
so they SOTD
so you SOU
so you STOU
social media SPHOEDZ
social worker SWOERBG
social workers SWOERBGS
some of SPH-F
sort of SOFRT
sorts of SOFRTS
supposed to SPOEFT
take a TAEU
take place TAPLS
take place TAPLTS



take you TAU
takes place TA*PLS
takes place TAPLSZ
talk about TAUB
talk to TAUBGT
talked about TAUBD
task force TAFRS
tell me T*EPL
tell the TELT
tell us TULZ
tell us TELZ
tell you TUL
thank you THUPBG
that I THAEU
that are THAR
that be THAB
that believe THABL
that come THAPBLG
that comes THAPBLGZ
that could THABGD
that fast THAFZ
that had THAD
that happened THAPD
that have THAF
that he THAE
that is THAS
that it THAEUT
that many THAPL
that much THAFP
that she THA*RB
that that THALGTS
that the THAT
that they THATD



that this THATSDZ
that want THAPT
that was THAFS
that were THARP
that will THAL
that would THALD
that you THAU
that you go to the THA*UGTD
the fact T-FT
the facts T-FTS
the letter T-LT
the little T-LGTS
the other TOERT
then the THEPBT
there are THR-R
there be THR-B
there comes THR-PBLGZ
there could THR-BGD
there had THR-D
there is THR-S
there was THR-FS
there were THR-RP
there will THR-L
there would THR-LD
they also THELS
they are THER
they believe THEBL
they believed THEBLD
they can THEBG
they come THEPBLG
they could THEBGD
they did THERPLS
they would THELD



think of THOEUF
this morning THORPBG
this much TH-FP
to a TWA
to an TWA*PB
to be TOB
to believe TOBL
to have TOF
to her TO*ER
to him TOEUPL
to his TOEUS
to it TOEUT
to know TOPB
to me T-PL
to my T*PL
to need TOFRB
to not TO*PBT
to object TO*B
to our TWOUR
to recall TORL
to receive TOFBS
to remember TO*R
to say TOS
to see TOZ
to tell T-T
to that TOLGTS
to the TOT
to these TORPG
to think TOPBG
to this TOTSDZ
to those TOFBL
to understand TOPBD
to us TOUS



to which TOFG
to which TOFP
to whom TWHAOPL
to you TOU
to your TAOUR
told me TOEPLD
told you TULD
too far TAOFR
too fast TAOFSZ
too fast TAOFZ
too long TAOLG
too many TAO*PL
too much TAOFP
too well TAO*L
took place TAOPLS
tow truck TWUBG
tow trucks TWUBGS
trade secret TRAD
trade secrets TRADZ
tried to TR-TD
tries to TR-TS
try to TR-T
trying to TR-GT
type of TAOEUF
types of TAOEUFS
unable to TPHAEUBLT
under oath AO*TSDZ
used to AOUFT
very far SR-FR
very fast SR-FZ
very good SR-G
very little SR-LGTSZ
very long SR-LG



very many SR-PL
very much SR-FP
very often SR-FPB
very well SR-L
vice versa SRAO*EURS
voice mail SROEUFPL
voice mails SROEUFPLS
was I *EUFS
was a WAEZ
was it WAEUDZ
was not WAEPB
was she WAO*ERB
was that WALGTS
was the WATS
we also WELS
we are WER
we believe WEBL
we believed WEBLD
we can WEBG
we could WEBGD
we did WERPLS
we feel WEFL
we felt WEFLT
we get WEGT
we go WEG
we go to the W*EGTD
we got WEGD
we had WED
we have WEF
we knew W*EFPB
we know WEPB
we need WEFRB
we said WEPD



we saw WEFZ
we say WES
we see WEZ
we shall WERB
we should WERBD
we talk WERBGT
we talked WERBGTD
we think WEPBG
we thought WELGT
we understand WEPBD
we was WEFS
we went WEFRG
we were WERP
we will be able to WEBLT
we would WELD
were my WR*PL
were not WR-PB
were the WR-T
were there WR*RT
were they WR-TD
were those WR-FBL
were you WRU
what a WHRA*
what about WHAB
what are WHAR
what comes WHAPBLGZ
what did WHARPLS
what do WHARPBLGS
what does WHADZ
what else WHAELS
what had WHAD
what happened WHAPD
what happened WHAP



what happens WHAPS
what have WHAF
what he WHAE
what is WHAS
what it WHAEUT
what my WHA*PL
what that WHALGTS
what the WHAT
what their WHABLS
what these WHARPG
what they WHATD
what this WHATSDZ
what those WHAFBL
what was WHAFS
what were WHARP
what will WHAL
what would WHALD
what you WHAU
whatever the WHA*FRT
when I WHEU
when I go to the WH*EUGTD
when a WHA*
when are WH-R
when did WH*PLS
when does WH-DZ
when he WHE
when is WH-S
when it WHEUT
when my WH*PL
when she WH*RB
when that WH-LGTS
when the WH-T
when this WH-TSDZ



when those WH-FBL
when was WH-FS
when were WH-RP
when will WH-L
when would WH-LD
when you WHU
when you go to the WH*UGTD
where are WR-R
where did WR-RPLS
where do WR-RPBLGS
where does WR-DZ
where else WRELS
where have WR-F
where is WR-S
where was WR-FS
where were WR-RP
where would WR-LD
where you go to the WR*UGTD
whether it WHREUT
whether me WHR-PL
whether my WHR*PL
whether that WHR-RLGTS
whether the WHR-T
whether these WHR-RPG
whether they WHR-TD
which I KHEU
which are KH-R
which come KH-PBLG
which comes KH-PBLGZ
which did KH-RPLS
which do KH-RPBLGS
which have KH-F
which is KH-S



which of KHOF
which that KH-LGTS
which the KH-T
which they KH-TD
which was KH-FS
which were KH-RP
which will KH-L
which would KH-LD
which you KHU
while the WHAOEULT
who I WHOEU
who are WHOR
who come WHOPBLG
who comes WHOPBLGZ
who did WHORPLS
who do WHORPBLGS
who does WHODZ
who else WHOELS
who got WHOGD
who had WHOD
who has WHO*FPLTD
who have WHO*F
who is WHOS
who it WHOEUT
who said WHOPD
who saw WHOFZ
who says WHOPLS
who that WHOLGTS
who the WHOT
who these WHORPG
who they WHOTD
who think WHOPBG
who this WHOTSDZ



who those WHOFBL
who was WHOFS
who were WHORP
who were TWHORP
who will WHOL
who would WHOLD
who would WHROLD
who you WHOU
why are KWR-R
why did KWR-RPLS
why else KWR-LS
why is KWR-S
why not KWR-PB
why the KWR-T
why they KWR-TD
why was KWR-FS
why were KWR-RP
why you KWRU
will a HRA
will be HR-B
will be able to HR-BLT
will come HR*PBLG
will get HR-GT
will go HR-G
will have HR-F
will he HRE
will it HR*EUT
will not HR-PB
will she HR*RB
will the HR-T
will they HR-TD
will you HRU
will you be able to HRUBLT



will you go to HR*UGT
will you tell me HRUPLT
will you tell us HRUTS
wish to TWOEURB
with a WA
with an WAPB
with her WHER
with him WHEUPL
with his WHEUS
with it W*T
with me W-PL
with my W*PL
with our WOUR
with regards WRARDZ
with relation WRELGS
with respect W-RP
with that W-LGTS
with the W-T
with their W-BLS
with them W-FPL
with these W-RPG
with these WH-RPG
with this W-TSDZ
with those W-FBL
with us WUS
with which W-FG
with you WU
with your WAOUR
within the WEUPBT
within this WEUPBTSDZ
work product WORP
work site WORBGT
worry about WOERB



would I WOEU
would be WOB
would come WOPBLG
would get WOGT
would go WOG
would have WO*F
would have WAOF
would have WOFP
would have WOFR
would have WOF
would he WOE
would it WOEUT
would not WOPB
would say WOS
would see WOZ
would she WO*RB
would that WOLGTS
would the WOT
would there WO*RT
would these WORPG
would they WOTD
would this WOTSDZ
would those WOFBL
would you WOU
would you be able to WOUBLT
year ago KWRAOERG
years ago KWRAOERGS
years old KWRAOERLDZ
you also ULS
you are UR
you are the URT
you believe UBL
you believe so UBLS



you believed UBLD
you can UBG
you can see UBGZ
you come UPBLG
you could UBGD
you did URPLS
you did not URPLSZ
you do URPBLGS
you ever *UFR
you feel UFL
you felt UFLT
you get UGT
you go UG
you go to the *UGTD
you got UGD
you had UD
you have UF
you have been UFB
you have had UFD
you have not UFPB
you have the UFT
you knew *UFPB
you know UPB
you mean *UPL
you need UFRB
you need to UFRBT
you needed UFRBD
you realize URLZ
you recall URL
you received UFBZ
you remember *UR
you said UPD
you saw UFZ



you say *US
you see UZ
you should URBD
you that ULGTS
you think UPBG
you think so UPBGS
you thought ULGT
you to *UT
you understand UPBD
you want UPT
you wanted UPTD
you went UFRG
you were URP
you were the URPT
you will UL
you will be able to UBLT
you will see ULZ
you would ULD
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